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Conditioning small groups of root pericycle cells for future lateral root formation has a major impact on overall plant root
architecture. This priming of lateral roots occurs rhythmically, involving temporal oscillations in auxin response in the root
tip. During growth, this process generates a spatial pattern of prebranch sites, an early stage in lateral root formation
characterized by a stably maintained high auxin response. To date, the molecular mechanism behind this rhythmicity has
remained elusive. Some data implicate a cell-autonomous oscillation in gene expression, while others strongly support the
importance of tissue-level modulations in auxin fluxes. Here, we summarize the experimental data on periodic lateral root
priming. We present a theoretical framework that distinguishes between a priming signal and its subsequent memorization
and show how major roles for auxin fluxes and gene expression naturally emerge from this framework. We then discuss
three mechanisms that could potentially induce oscillations of auxin response: cell-autonomous oscillations, Turing-type
patterning, and tissue-level oscillations in auxin fluxes, along with specific properties of lateral root priming that may be
used to discern which type of mechanism is most likely to drive lateral root patterning. We conclude with suggestions for
future experiments and modeling studies.

INTRODUCTION

The root system is often referred to as plant’s hidden half (Eshel
and Beeckman, 2013), and optimizing this considerably less
exploitedpartof theplantmaybeoneof themost tractableways to
generatemajor improvements incropyield. Thearchitectureof the
root system is determined by the extent and positioning of root
branching (Figure 1A). Thus, our capacity to improve the root
architecture of crop species will benefit from an improved un-
derstanding of the mechanisms determining root system archi-
tecture, particularly the initiation, formation, and outgrowth of
lateral roots (Den Herder et al., 2010; Ghanem et al., 2011; Kong
et al., 2014; Kochian, 2016).

The plant hormone auxin is a major regulator of root system
architecture. In the main root, an auxin maximum determines the
location of the stemcell niche thatmaintains root growth (Sabatini
et al., 1999), while an auxin gradient extending from thismaximum
influences growth rate and the subdivision of the main root into
zones (e.g., the meristematic zone, elongation zone, and differ-
entiation zone) (Mähönen et al., 2014). Lateral root formation
progresses through a regular series of stages that occur as cells
traverse these different zones of the main root (Malamy and
Benfey, 1997; Péret et al., 2009a; Benková andBielach, 2010; see
Figure 1C and Table 1 for an explanation of terms).

The earliest, and least understood, step in lateral root formation
is called priming. Priming refers to a periodic signaling process
that seems to involve changes in auxin (response) levels and/or

gene expression that lead to the specification of cells competent
for future lateral root formation (De Smet et al., 2007; Moreno-
Risueno et al., 2010). Successful priming leads to the production
of patches of pericycle cells called prebranch sites from which
lateral roots may form. Although stably maintained staining of the
auxin-responsive DR5:Luciferase(LUC) reporter (used to define
prebranch sites; Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010; Xuan et al., 2015,
2016) lacks cellular resolution, DR5:GUS reporter staining has
been observed in protoxylem strands of the basal meristem (De
Smet et al. 2007).Basedon the latter observation, it wasproposed
that the priming signal occurs only in the protoxylemand somehow
is transmitted to theoverlayingpericyclecells toobtain thepotential
to form prebranch sites (De Smet et al., 2007). However, an al-
ternative explanation is that priming occurs in a broader spatial
domain and that limited DR5:GUS staining arises from differential
auxin sensitivities. As the primed cells progress through the dif-
ferentiation zone, some attain founder cell identity and undergo
asymmetric division, a defining moment in lateral root formation
termed initiation (Malamy and Benfey, 1997). Additional divisions
and differential cell expansion give rise to a lateral root primordium
that subsequently emerges from the main root.
Auxin synthesis, transport, and response play key roles inmany

of these stages, including the transition to lateral root initiation
(DeSmet et al., 2010; Ditengou et al., 2008; Dubrovsky et al., 2008;
Goh et al., 2012; Laskowski et al., 2008; Lavenus et al., 2013;
Marhavý et al., 2013, 2014, 2016; Pérez-Torres et al., 2008). In-
creases in auxin response activate expression of genes including
the lateral root-inducing transcription factor GATA23 (De Rybel
et al., 2010) and enable the onset of pericycle cell divisions
(Vermeer et al., 2014;Marhavý et al., 2016). In later stagesof lateral
root development, cell wall loosening is attributed to auxin export
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Figure 1. Root System Architecture and the Dynamics of Lateral Root Development.

(A) Schematic overview of the major determinants of root system architecture.
(B)Left: Schematic overview of the root tip longitudinal auxin (response) profile with oscillation induced transient elevations indicatedwith a dashed
line. Right: Formation of a single lateral root goes through the indicated characteristic sequence of stages as it progresses through the different
longitudinal zones of the root. MZ, meristematic zone; EZ, elongation zone; DZ, differentiation zone; OZ, oscillation zone. Color coding as shown
for (C).
(C) In protoxylem cells of the basal meristem, cells undergo temporal priming oscillations in auxin concentration and/or auxin response levels as
well as oscillations in the expression of many other genes that lead these cells to pass on a priming signal to the overlying pericycle cells. Throughout
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from the primordium into the overlying tissue (Péret et al., 2009b;
Kim and Lee, 2013). Together with water loss in overlying cells
(Péret et al., 2012), this enables emergence of the lateral root.

In this review, we examine the earliest steps of lateral root
formation that lead to periodic prebranch site formation and the
role of auxin in them. We start with a description of the available
data on lateral root priming, showing how certain studies suggest
that oscillations in auxin level drive priming, while others point to
the involvement of gene expression oscillations. We suggest
a theoretical framework for lateral root priming that distinguishes
between an initial priming signal and subsequent memory forma-
tion, a distinction that allowsus to resolve this apparent paradoxby
suggesting critical roles for both auxin and gene expression dy-
namics. We describe possible mechanisms that may generate
periodic formationofprimedsitesand thedistinct requirementsand
limitations of these mechanisms. Ultimately, this should lead to
experimentally testable predictions enabling us to determine the
mechanism driving repetitive priming.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON PRIMING

The earliest report of oscillatory lateral root priming was made by
DeSmetetal. (2007).Theymeasured theDR5:GUS reporter for the
cell’s transcriptional response to auxin at 7.5-h intervals and

observed fluctuations in the percentage of plants that showed
localized expression in patches of protoxylem cells located;200
mm from the root tip (DeSmet et al., 2007). This suggested that
fluctuations in auxin response occur in this region with a period-
icity of 15 h. To testwhether these peaks of auxin response lead to
lateral root formation, the authors marked epidermal cells in the
region of DR5:GUS expression. Because DR5:GUS staining kills
plants, thiswasdoneusing twopopulationsofplants: The location
ofDR5:GUS expressionwas observed in one set, andmarkswere
placed in the corresponding location in a second set. The fraction
of these marks that correctly predicted the sites of lateral root
formation varied in a temporally oscillatory pattern that matched
the observed DR5:GUS pattern (DeSmet et al., 2007), supporting
an inductive role for oscillations in auxin response in lateral root
formation. Additionally, it was shown that these oscillations and
lateral root formation could be influenced by gravitropic stim-
ulation, which is known tomodulate auxin distribution in the root
tip (Friml et al., 2002; Ottenschläger et al., 2003; Band et al.,
2012). Together, these results were taken to imply that oscil-
lations in the levels of auxin prime the specification of lateral root
founder cells and that gravitropic bending may cause these
auxin-level fluctuations.
To further investigate these oscillatory events in real time,

Moreno-Risuenoetal. (2010)constructedaDR5:LUC reporter and

Table 1. Definition of Terms

Term Definition

Meristem Region of the root where cell division occurs, encompassing the stem cell niche with slowly dividing cells as
well as the rest of the meristem with rapidly dividing cells.

Basal meristem Shootward portion of the meristem.
Transition zone Boundary region between the meristem and elongation zone where cell division ceases and cell elongation

sets in.
Elongation zone Region of the root shootward of the meristem in which no further cell divisions occur and rapid cell elongation

occurs.
Differentiation zone Region of the root shootward of the elongation zone where no further cell elongation occurs and cells fully

differentiate.
Oscillation zone Region of the root in which auxin (response) and gene expression oscillations are observed, overlapping with

the basal meristem and the rootward part of the elongation zone.
Priming signal Initial signal leading toward specification of a small group of pericycle cells to form lateral root founder cells.
Prebranch site Subset of cells that underwent a priming event, maintain a stable auxin response, and that will later form

a lateral root.
Priming Signaling in a subset of protoxylem cells that, when successful, leads to the formation of prebranch sites in

the overlaying pericycle cells.
Founder cells A subset of pericycle cells, usually at one of the two xylem poles, progressing from prebranch site state

toward lateral root primordium development.
Initiation The initial, asymmetric divisions that demarcate the start of lateral root development.

Figure 1. (continued).

root growth, these primed cells become displaced, translating into a spatial pattern of sites competent for forming a lateral root. An additional
mechanism is responsible for the left-right symmetry breaking that ensures lateral root formation on one side of the root. Given that it is currently not
known at which stage this symmetry breaking occurs, we did not indicate it in the sequence of events shown here.
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observed the resulting response dynamics along the root over
time. Fluctuations in DR5:LUC expression were observed in
a region roughly corresponding to the shootward part of the
meristem and the elongation zone, which was termed the oscil-
lation zone. Over time, some subsets of cells stably maintained
ahigh levelofDR5:LUCexpression.Thesesubsetspredictedsites
where lateral root primordia formed and sowere called prebranch
sites. Oscillations in DR5:LUC expression were present even
when roots were grown inside the agar, a condition that results in
relatively straight roots. This indicated that while gravitropic
curvature maymodulate the timing of priming oscillations, it does
not drive them (Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010). Surprisingly,
pIAA19:Luciferase, a reporterwith similar auxin inducibility though
potentially different additional regulation, did not oscillate. This
raised the question as to what extent oscillatory DR5:LUC ex-
pression reflected oscillations in auxin levels (Moreno-Risueno
et al., 2010). The authors then measured gene expression dy-
namics in the oscillation zone. This was done by measuring ex-
pression in 40 roots andordering themusing the level ofDR5:GUS
expression in the oscillation zone as a proxy for the phase of the
oscillation. This analysis identified a group of about 2000 genes
that oscillated in-phase with the level of DR5:GUS expression
and ;1500 genes that oscillated in antiphase. Together, these
results were taken to suggest that fluctuations in auxin levels
alone may be insufficient for priming and instead may require
oscillations in gene expression.

In a subsequent study, Xuan et al. (2015) further investigated
under which conditions the temporal fluctuations in DR5:LUC
expression that Moreno-Risueno et al. (2010) defined as priming
lateral root initiation lead to successful prebranch site formation.
The authors demonstrated that loss-of-functionmutations inTIR1
and AFB2, genes involved in auxin perception that are predom-
inantly expressed in the oscillation zone, inhibited the formation of
prebranch sites that stably expressDR5:LUC. Mutations in genes
implicated in the conversion of indole-3-butyric acid to the active,
endogenous auxin indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), IBR1, IBR3, and
IBR10, had a limited effect on priming frequency yet substantially
reduced the amplitude of priming oscillations and the number of
prebranch sites. A loss-of-function mutant in ibr3 could be res-
cuedby expressing the IBR3gene in the outer layer of the root cap
thatencases theprimary root, agroupofcellscalled the lateral root
cap. Together, these results indicate that the root cap is an im-
portant source of auxin for lateral root priming and that auxin
produced in this region needs to be perceived in the oscillation
zone in order to result in subsequent prebranch site formation
(Xuan et al., 2015).

In a follow-up study, Xuan et al. (2016) further focused on auxin
dynamics in the lateral root cap and abutting regions. They ob-
served the regular disappearance of DR5rev:VENUS-N7 ex-
pression in cells of the lateral root cap when these cells reach the
transition between the meristem and the elongation zone, just
prior to their apoptosis. When the location in which this DR5rev:
VENUS-N7 expression disappears in the root cap is marked,
lateral roots are later seen to arise from pericycle cells in the main

root close to the location of the fixedmarker. In the smbmutant,
in which delayed apoptosis of the root cap is associated with
an abnormally long root cap, formation of prebranch sites is
significantly slower and less regular. From these data, it was
concluded that periodic death of cells in the root cap influences
the auxin fluxes that lead to formation of prebranch sites (Xuan
et al., 2016).
Formation of prebranch sites has also been shown to be

influenced by an as yet uncharacterized carotenoid-derived
molecule (VanNorman et al. 20,014). Interestingly, this carotenoid-
derived signal is generated in the differentiation zone just
shootward of the oscillatory region, implying a non-cell-
autonomous action. More recently, strigolactone signaling, known
to modulate auxin fluxes, was reported to influence prebranch
site formation (Jiang et al., 2016). The data from Jiang et al.
(2016) further support the importance for auxin fluxes in lateral
root priming.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR LATERAL ROOT
PRIMING AND INITIATION

Here, we present a theoretical framework for lateral root priming
and initiation in the hopes that it can inform our search for the
underlying patterning mechanisms.

Function of Priming

Priming is a term used in a wide variety of biological disciplines
that generally implies a start-up event or signal that serves as
a necessary prerequisite for another event to take place, in this
case, lateral root formation. It also generally means that the
system is only sensitive to this startup signal within a limited
developmental window. Finally, the term priming implies that, if
successful, a memory is formed of the startup signal, in this case
formation of a stable prebranch site, that is subsequently acted
upon by a sequence of events leading to lateral root initiation.
While several auxin-signalingmodules involved in later stages of
lateral root development have been described, the molecular
underpinnings of the initial priming signal and its subsequent
memorization have remained elusive (DeSmet et a., 2010; Goh
et al., 2012; Lavenus et al. 2013).
Lateral roots develop in the differentiation zone (Figure 1C),

thus requiringcell division ina region inwhichmostcells have lost
this potential. Recent findings suggest that mechanical inter-
actions between the pericycle and overlaying endodermis pre-
vent general, widespread pericycle cell cycle activation and that
an elevated auxin response is required to overcome these
constraints and enable lateral root initiation (Vermeer et al., 2014;
Marhavý et al., 2016). In addition, an elevated auxin response is
necessary for reorientation of subsequent divisions to generate
correct lateral root primordia development (Marhavý et al., 2016).
Because lateral root initiation takes place in a region of the root
that has a low level of auxin response (Dubrovsky et al., 2006,
2011), it has been suggested that the primary function of lateral
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root priming is to produce regularly inter spaced patches of
cells with an enhanced capacity to respond to auxin, thereby
conditioning these cells to respond to auxin levels to which
surrounding pericycle cells are insensitive (Van Norman et al.,
2013) and enabling them to start the divisions necessary for
lateral root initiation. Consistent with this, application of large
amounts of exogenous auxin bypasses the need for priming
and can induce lateral root formation along the entire root
(Laskowski et al., 1995).

Priming Signal versus Memory Formation

In the case of lateral root initiation, we thus expect that the
priming signal should induce an enhanced auxin response,
while the priming event (memory formation) should maintain
that response, thus leading to the formation of stableDR5:LUC-
expressing prebranch sites. Indeed, the distinction between
a successful priming event and an unsuccessful one is the re-
tentionof theelevatedauxin response. Theobserved intermittent
decrease in auxin response suggests that initiation and main-
tenance of this response involve two distinct events (Xuan et al.,
2015). Because the level of auxin response in acell is a functionof
both auxin concentration and auxin sensitivity, an elevated auxin
response may result either from elevated auxin levels, upregu-
lation of auxin response genes, or a combination of both.

Modeling studies have shown that maintenance of a localized
maximum in auxin level is difficult due to high rates of auxin
transport through the plant (Deinum et al., 2012). Indeed, suc-
cessful formation of an auxin maximum during lateral root initi-
ation critically depends on changes in AUX1, PIN1, and PIN3
increasing local retention, influx, and reflux of auxin, respectively
(Laskowski et al., 2008; Ditengou et al., 2008, Marhavý et al.,
2013, 2014). Unless similar, as yet unidentified processes occur
at the site of priming, a transient elevation in auxin level will
rapidly dissolve, as demonstrated in recent simulations (Xuan
et al., 2016). Thus, local increases in auxin are unlikely to be
sufficient for memory formation within the plant tissue. Still, this
leaves open the possibility that a transient elevation of auxin
levels constitutes the initial priming signal. Recent data from the
Beeckman group demonstrates the importance of auxin syn-
thesized in the lateral root cap for oscillation amplitude (Xuan
et al., 2015) andsuggests that apoptosis-dependent auxin fluxes
from the root cap impact oscillation frequency (Xuan et al., 2016).
Together, these data suggest that changes in auxin levels may
constitute or at least significantly impact the priming signal.
Furthermore, these studies suggest that auxin from the root
cap is a major determinant of priming (Xuan et al., 2015, 2016).
This view is consistent with the observation that auxin response
increases in the endodermis prior to the pericycle cells (Marhavý
et al., 2013). Intriguingly, earlier studies suggested that the
priming signal may move outward from the protoxylem to peri-
cycle cells (DeSmet et al., 2007).More detailedmapping of auxin
fluxes in the oscillation zone and meristem may help resolve
these apparently conflicting observations.

Independent of whether auxin itself constitutes the priming
signal, subsequent stable memory formation is likely to involve
a change in gene expression. A gene regulatory motif that can be
switched fromone state to another upon receipt of the signal, e.g.,
a motif that allows for bistability, is ideally suited for persistent
memory formation (Thomas, 1981; Thomas and Kaufman, 2001a,
2001b). An example of a bistable switch is the BDL/IAA12-MP/
ARF5 auxin response module that induces degradation of BDL,
thus derepressing MP (Lau et al., 2011), with MP subsequently
inducing transcription of both BDL and MP. This motif allows
a sufficiently large, transient auxin elevation to become trans-
formed into persistent MP activation, while smaller auxin ele-
vations have no persistent effect (Lau et al., 2011). While the
BDL-MP module has thus far been reported to only play a role in
later stages of lateral root development (De Smet et al., 2010),
similar bistability motifs could provide a mechanism for memo-
rizing the priming signal. Alternatively, induction of genes en-
coding stable mRNAs or proteins could induce long-lasting, but
eventually declining, memory.

Lateral Root Positioning

While priming produces an elevated auxin response in a broad
region of cells, subsequent lateral root initiation normally occurs
on only one xylem pole and from a subset of pericycle cells. Data
from roots that were bent at different frequencies indicate that
lateral root priming frequency and positioning are regulated by
distinct mechanisms (Kircher and Schopfer, 2016). Certain as-
pects of lateral root positioning appear to resemble phyllotaxis
(Taylor-Teeples et al., 2016). For example, both the auxin an-
tagonist cytokinin and the PLETHORA transcription factors that
affect auxin transport and biosynthesis affect phyllotaxis and
lateral root spacing (Bielach et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2015;
Hofhuis et al., 2013). Such a similarity suggests that, like phyl-
lotaxis, lateral root spacing involves a competition for auxin.
Modeling further supports the idea that a competition for auxin
may help determine on which xylem pole a lateral root develops
(el-Showk et al., 2015). The auxin response modules acting early
during lateral root formation, such as the one active prior to the
acquisition of founder cell identity that leads to expression of
GATA23 and a later one that leads to induction of ACR4 that
confinesdivision to a limited number of cells (DeRybel et al., 2010;
DeSmet et al., 2007), are activatedby high levels of auxin and thus
depend on this competition for auxin. On the other hand, many
genes involved in auxin transport and biosynthesis are down-
stream of these modules (Lavenus et al., 2015). Thus, these auxin
responsemodules both depend on and shape the competition for
auxin. Environmental conditions such as moisture that impact
lateral root positioning and affect auxin distribution patterns likely
feed into these control networks (Bao et al., 2014).
Interestingly, lateral root positioning also appears to depend on

auxin-independent processes. Kircher and Schopfer (2016)
demonstrated that changing the frequency of root growth cur-
vature influenced left-right positioning but not the frequency of
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lateral root formation, with lateral roots predominantly posi-
tioned on outer curves. Furthermore, application of auxin was
unable to override this curvature-dependent positioning. The
authors suggest that the microtubule organization arising at
the concave side of the root may locally prevent the divisions
necessary for lateral root initiation (Kircher andSchopfer, 2016),
while an earlier study by Richter et al. (2009) points to a role for
bending-induced calcium signaling.

THEORETICAL MECHANISMS FOR PERIODIC
PATTERNING

Oscillatory dynamics can be generated through several different
mechanisms. Inabiological context,weoftendistinguishbetween
oscillatory dynamics that arise cell-autonomously and those that
emerge from the collective properties ofmultiple cells. In addition,
we distinguish between true oscillations, in which temporal
variationsoccurwithin individual cells, andapparent oscillations,
in which temporal variations occur at a constant position but
not within individual cells. Mechanisms that can generate true
oscillations include a cell-autonomous clock that would drive
changes in gene expression, Turing-type patterning under pa-
rameter conditions generating temporal oscillations, and auxin
flux through tissue that could cause emergent alternations in
auxin level. Apparent oscillations are generated by combining
a Turing mechanism generating temporally stable spot or stripe
patternswith tissue growth. In the following sections,wediscuss
these potential mechanisms, specific hypotheses that have
been based on them, and the distinct requirements and limi-
tations of each. Ultimately, this should lead to experimentally
testable predictions enabling us to determine the mechanism
driving repetitive formation of prebranch sites.

Cell-Autonomous Clocks

Aclassic example of a cell-autonomous oscillator is a genewhose
protein product functions as a repressor of that gene’s expression
(Thomas, 1981). This simple system leads to production of the
protein followedbyadeclinedue to its own repression, afterwhich
repression itself decreases and protein levels can increase again.
For oscillations to arise, a temporal delay determined by tran-
scription, translation, and degradation rates is needed. This type of
oscillation underlies circadian oscillations and the somitogenesis
clock patterning the vertebrate body axis (Hardin et al., 1990;
Palmeirim et al., 1997). An example of a more complex system in
whichoscillationsarise is in thepacemaker cellsof theheart (Noble,
1962) that rhythmically send out waves of electricity ensuring the
coordinated contraction of the heart. Here, the different voltage
dependencies of several ion channels together cause the contin-
uous generation of action potentials.

In recent years, several hypotheses have been put forward for
interactions capable of generating cell-autonomous oscillations.
Middleton et al. (2010) proposed that the auxin response network

itself couldgenerateoscillations.Whenauxinbinds to its receptor,
it results in degradation of transcriptional repressors of the AUX/
IAA family. Degradation of these AUX/IAA proteins derepresses
the auxin response factors (ARFs) to which they bind, thereby
inducing transcription of downstream genes (Chapman and
Estelle, 2009). Because the AUX/IAA proteins are themselves
targets of the ARFs, a negative feedback loop arises that results
in oscillations under certain parameter conditions (Figure 2A). A
weakness of this hypothesis is that it requires AUX/IAA tran-
scription rates that are considerably faster than are supported by
current experimental data (Mellor et al., 2016a).
The auxin response downstream of ARFs can affect the

amount of auxin present in a cell, generating additional possi-
bilities for oscillations. Mellor et al. (2016a) recently demon-
strated that combining the auxin-inducible expression of the
auxin importer LAX3, which generates a positive feedback loop,
with auxin-inducible expression of the auxin-degrading enzyme
GH3, generating a negative feedback, constitute an additional
mechanism for cell-autonomous oscillations (Figure 2B). The
potential impact of auxin degradation was further highlighted by
modeling the auxin-inducible expression ofDIOXYGENASEFOR
AUXIN OXIDATION1 (DAO1) that reduces auxin levels through
oxidation (Mellor et al., 2016b; Porco et al., 2016). Combining
auxin-induced DAO1 and GH3 expression can transform what
would otherwise be a stable 2-fold increase in auxin level to
a single, sharp peak with a temporal duration of;1 to 2 h (Mellor
et al., 2016b), thus potentially overcoming the earlier problem of
oscillations being too slow to underlie lateral root priming. In-
terestingly, both thepureAUX/IAAauxin-signalingmodel and the
GH3/LAX3model generate oscillations in auxin levels. In case of
the GH3/LAX3 oscillator, these logically result from variations in
auxin turnover and import, whereas in the case of the pure AUX/
IAA oscillator, these result from variations in AUX/IAA levels and,
hence, the amount of bound and free auxin.
Finally, cell-autonomous, membrane transport-dependent

oscillations in calcium and proton levels in the oscillation zone
have been suggested to drive gene expression oscillations
(Balu�ska andMancuso, 2013). However, the periods, which are in
the minute rather than hour range, as well as mutant phenotypes
appearmoreconsistentwitha role in root circumnutation (Shabala
and Newman, 1997) and in encoding environmental information
(Shabala et al., 2006) than the considerably slower process of
lateral root priming.

Turing-Type Patterning

In contrast to cell-autonomous oscillations, periodic fluctuations
in auxin response may also arise as an emergent result of tissue-
level interactions. Such mechanisms imply that cells in the tissue
behave in a coordinated manner. In the case of prebranch site
formation, the oscillation in question is one of auxin response as
well as in the expression ofmany genes. Because of the observed
oscillation inauxin response, andbecauseauxinplaysamajor role
in coordinating plant cells, it is likely that tissue-level, emergent
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Figure 2. Alternative Hypotheses for Lateral Root Priming Oscillations.

(A)Middleton et al. (2010) showed that the inductionofAUX/IAAexpressionbyARFconstitutes anegative feedbackcapableof generating cell-autonomous
oscillations in auxin response (ARF) and auxin concentration levels.
(B)Mellor et al. (2016a) proposed a combination of positive feedback between auxin and LAX3 and a negative feedback between auxin andGH3 to result in
cell-autonomous auxin level oscillations.
(C) Left: PIN-driven root tip auxin reflux, with PIN, PIN3, and PIN7 mediated rootward flux in the vascular tissues, apolar outward flux in the columella
dependent on PIN3, PIN4, andPIN7, andPIN2-dominated shootward and inward flux in the outer tissues (Blilou et al., 2005). Right: Characteristic cell-level
PIN patterns for the different cell types present in the root.
(D) to (F) Flux-based tissue-level mechanisms. Relevant auxin fluxes are indicated by red arrows as described in the key to the right of (F); assumptions
underlying the models are indicated with black arrows pointing toward the root, and the resulting spatiotemporal auxin (response) dynamics are indicated
with black arrows pointing away from the root.
(D) In theMironova et al. (2010)model, auxin-dependent regulation of PIN1 is suggested togenerate oscillations in auxin levels in thebasalmeristem. Lower
graph:Blueand red linesdepict thedistinct oscillationphaseswhenauxin (response) levels in theoscillation zoneare loworhigh, respectively. Thesephases
arise as a result of shoot-dependent auxin influx that increases over developmental time (upper blue graph) combinedwith a dependence of vascular PIN1
levels on auxin levels that follows an optimum curve (middle red graph).
(E) Lucas et al. (2008a) showed that if priming occurs when auxin in the basal meristem exceeds a certain threshold level (thus depleting the pool of auxin in
this region) and refilling occurs gradually from the shoot-derived auxin influx and local root tip auxin reflux, oscillations in basal meristem auxin level arise.
Developing (but not mature) lateral roots could contribute to this oscillation by consuming auxin flowing from the shoot to the root tip, making lateral root
development and priming interdependent.
(F) In the newhypothesis proposed here, we assume an opposite dependence of PINs in the vasculature cells andPIN2 in the outer cells on auxin,
cytokinin, and/or PLETHORA. This contrasting regulation is assumed to give rise to out-of-phase oscillations in PIN-mediated rootward auxin
fluxes and PIN2-mediated shootward and inward auxin fluxes. Together, this is hypothesized to give rise to transient elevations in auxin levels
that travel around the root tip reflux root, causing oscillations in the basal meristem but also possibly modulating the quiescent center auxin
maximum.
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mechanisms revolve around modulations in auxin levels. One
mechanism for generating oscillations in a tissue-level manner
involves a system capable of generating a Turing pattern (Turing,
1952). Turing patterns arise from the interactions between two
basic elements: an activator, which diffuses slowly, and an in-
hibitor,whichcandiffusemore rapidly. In this system, theactivator
induces production of itself and the inhibitor represses its own
production. In addition, onemore positive and onemore negative
regulation arepresent in aTuring system.Theactivator can induce
the inhibitor and the inhibitor represses the activator, thus causing
the activator to induce its own repressor, or the activator can
repress the inhibitor while the inhibitor induces the activator,
causing theactivator to repress itsown inducer. Inbothcases, this
results in a combination of positive and negative feedback. While
a temporally static spatial array of spots or stripes is a common
outcome if feedbacks are fast, in case of slow, delayed feedbacks
true temporal oscillationsarise.A fundamental differencebetween
this and the cell-autonomousmechanism described above is that
the Turing system requires multiple coupled cells.

Turing systems can also generate apparent oscillations—
temporally stable spots or stripes—that arise in the context of a
growing tissue. In Turing systems, the spots or stripes are spaced at
a specific, parameter-dependent wavelength, and the patterns can
be described as a standing wave (Turing, 1952). When tissue with
a Turing pattern grows, spots or stripes are drawn apart, and new,
intermediary spots or stripes are generated once the distance ex-
ceeds a certain wavelength-dependent threshold. Thus, at a con-
stant position, growth leads to apparent oscillatory dynamics as old
spots or stripes are displaced and new spots or stripes are sub-
sequently formed. In contrast to the mechanisms described above,
trueoscillationsdonotoccurwithinaspecificcell. Anexampleof this
type of patterning has been described for phyllotaxis, where local
amplification of auxin levels (activation) and global competition for
auxin (inhibition) takeplaceonagrowing field of cells, resulting in the
continuous generation of new auxin maxima that pattern leaf pri-
mordia at the shoot meristem (Reinhardt et al., 2003).

Thus far, no concrete hypotheses have been put forward for
Turing-based priming generating either true or apparent oscil-
lations. Still, the idea of growth-based periodic patterning
deserves further study given that the region of the root in which
changes inDR5:LUC are seen, the oscillation zone, is the portion
of the root where rapid cell elongation takes place (Moreno-
Risuenoetal., 2010;Xuanetal., 2015,2016). If suchamechanism
were to be involved in lateral root priming or positioning, then, in
parallel with phyllotaxis, it might involve feedbacks between
tissue-level auxin fluxes that generate spatially periodic ele-
vations in auxin level. A potential candidatemechanism could be
the interplay between auxin and cytokinin signaling that are well
known for their antagonistic interactions.

Tissue-Level Alterations in Auxin Fluxes

Besides Turing mechanisms, other mechanisms exist that gen-
erate periodicity in a tissue-level emergentmanner. An example of

this is found in certain cardiac arrhythmias. Heart tissue is elec-
trically excitable and responds to stimulation by generating an
action potential. As a consequence, heart cells neighboring a cell
generating an action potential becomeactivated andwill generate
an action potential themselves, thus allowing for the transmission
of action potentials across the heart. If an anatomical abnormality
results in a circular circuit in the heart, action potentials keep
circling this circuit and hence reactivate the same series of cells
over and over again (Allessie et al., 1972; Nomura and Glass,
1996). For an individual cell, this periodic reactivation causes
oscillatory dynamics. In a similar way, local modulations in auxin
flux could be passed on to neighboring cells, causing oscillations
inauxin levels.Several hypotheses for suchemergent, tissue-level
oscillatory priming have been proposed. To understand these
mechanisms, we need to first consider the different auxin fluxes
that affect auxin patterning in the root.
During the early stages of forming a lateral root primordium,

developmentdependsonauxinderived from theshoot (Wightman
and Thimann, 1980; Hinchee and Rost, 1986; Reed et al., 1998;
Bhaleraoetal., 2002)andmain root (Benkováetal., 2003;Casimiro
et al., 2001; Ditengou et al., 2008; Laskowski et al., 2008; Lewis
et al., 2011; Marhavý et al., 2013, 2014). Slightly later, the lateral
root establishes an independent auxin maximum at its apex
(Benková et al., 2003), essentially recreating the auxin landscape
present in themain root tip. In both themain and lateral root, auxin
gradients arise from a specific pattern of auxin transport that
efficiently recycles auxin back to the root tip, thus locally focusing
the maximum of the auxin gradient (Blilou et al., 2005; Grieneisen
et al., 2007). Underlying these so-called reflux loops are tissue-
specific proteins (PIN proteins) that export auxin out of the cell.
Because PIN proteins are orientated in a polar manner on one or
more sides of a cell, their location establishes directional auxin
fluxes (Blilou et al., 2005; Grieneisen et al., 2007) (Figure 2C).
Different hypotheses for emergent, tissue-level oscillations in-
volve various aspects of these auxin fluxes.
In a simulation study, Mironova et al. (2010) demonstrated that

a combined positive feedback of intermediate auxin levels and
negative feedback of high auxin levels on vascular PIN1 levels
generates a localized auxin maximum a short distance from the
border of the root tip, consistent with the location of the quiescent
center. If these feedbacks are combinedwith the assumption that
shoot-derived auxin influx increases during development, an in-
stability arises in this auxin maximum resulting in spatiotemporal
oscillations in the auxin level in the basal meristem (Figure 2D). An
important question regarding this hypothesis is how it fits with the
observation that the relative contribution of shoot-derived auxin
decreases as roots age (Bhalerao et al., 2002).
Lucas et al. (2008a) proposed that the onset of priming requires

acertain threshold level of auxin in thebasalmeristem that priming
subsequently depletes and that the level of auxin in the basal
meristem gradually recovers as a result of auxin influx from the
shoot and from the reflux loop in the root tip. This mechanism
implies that oscillations are a result rather than a cause of lateral
root priming. This view is supported by experimental evidence
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showing that the frequency of lateral root initiation occurring in
response to an inductive gravitropic stimulus varies depending on
the time elapsed between such stimuli (Lucas et al., 2008b). Fur-
thermore, Lucas et al. (2008a) assume that all developing (but not
mature) lateral roots consume auxin from the shoot tip auxin flux,
causingcompetition for auxinbetweendeveloping lateral roots and
lateral root priming (Figure 2E). A limitation of this hypothesis is that
there are currently no data that show significant oscillations in the
total amount of auxin in the root meristem as a result of priming.
However, in the context of recent data on the importance of lateral
root cap auxin production for lateral root priming (Xuan et al., 2015,
2016), the model might be reformulated with lateral root cap cell
number and auxin content being the source that is exhausted and
requires time to regenerate (Figure 2E).

In addition to these published models, we propose a new hy-
pothesis for emergent lateral root priming in which self-organized
fluctuations in auxin level both result in and arise from changes in
auxin transporters, somewhat similar to the recircling of an action
potential along a closed circuit. Imagine, for example, that the PIN
proteins that promote movement of auxin toward the root tip are
upregulated while those that promote auxin movement from the
root tip toward the oscillation zone and shoot are downregulated
by the same factor. In such a case, expression of the transcription
factor would increase auxin flow toward the root tip and decrease
flow toward the oscillation zone, a joint action that would reduce
the amount of auxin present in the oscillation zone. If our hypo-
thetical transcription factor were auxin-inducible, then the de-
creased level of auxin in the oscillation zone would lower its
expression. This would increase net transport of auxin toward the
oscillation zone, thus allowing the auxin levels to become rees-
tablished. Thepotential for this sort ofoscillatory loop issupported
by the fact that PIN expression levels are not only dependent on
levels of auxin and cytokinin but also on the auxin-inducible
transcription factors of the PLETHORA family (Santuari et al.,
2016; Vieten et al., 2005; Ruzicka et al., 2009; �Simá�sková et al.,
2015; Blilou et al., 2005) (Figure 2F).Whether the actual regulation
of PINs produces oscillations in the relative strength of the auxin
fluxes directed toward the root tip and the shoot remains to be
investigated. Amajor difference between this mechanism and the
mechanism proposed by Mironova et al. (2010) is that this one
involves different types of PINs and, hence, the entire reflux loop.
Another difference is that oscillations are proposed to arise in-
dependently of increases in shoot-derived auxin influx.

The hypotheses described above implicitly assume that an
oscillation in auxin level or response would give rise to oscil-
lations in the expression of many other genes because their
expression is either directly regulated by auxin response factors
or indirectly via other, auxin-dependent genes. A cell-autonomous
oscillator would be expected to result inmany genes oscillating, as
downstream targets of core clock genes.

DISTIGUISHING THE LIKELIHOOD OF ALTERNATIVE
MECHANISMS

Distinguishing between the three mechanisms described above
is difficult in part because observations of auxin response or
gene expression oscillations do not distinguish between cause
and effect. In addition, it is possible that all three of the theoretical
mechanisms may be involved in different stages of lateral root
priming. As an example, the elevated auxin response that serves
as the priming signal could induce auxin degradation via GH3 and
DAO1, which may contribute to the downward phase of these
oscillations. Spatial restriction of the elevated auxin responses
may be facilitated by auxin-induced changes in auxin transport,
for example, in AUX1, and by auxin-cytokinin interactions. It is
therefore important todistinguish betweenacoremechanism that
drives theoscillationof theprimingsignal, subsidiarymechanisms
that contribute to the precision and robustness of oscillations but
are not essential for their occurrence, and downstreamprocesses
that occur as a consequence of lateral root priming. Given the
importance of lateral roots for plant survival, the core oscillatory
mechanism is likely to be highly robust and redundant. As a con-
sequence, abolishing individual parts may not eliminate the
oscillations, obscuring their identification as part of the core
oscillator. Thus, an important question is howwe can determine
the nature of the oscillator driving lateral root priming.

Spatial Restriction of Oscillatory Dynamics

Discovering what spatially restricts the oscillations in DR5
expression to the oscillation zone could help discern whether
oscillations arise from a cell-autonomous clock, an emergent
flux-based oscillation, or Turing-type patterning. Finding that
the oscillations critically depend on factors expressed spe-
cifically in cells of the oscillation zone, such as transcription

Table 2. Overview of Priming Frequencies and Experimental Conditions Reported in Different Studies

Study Priming Period DR5 Reporter Developmental Age Growth Conditions

De Smet et al. (2007) ;15 h GUS 11–55 h PG 22°C; vertical, CL; atop agar
Moreno-Risueno et al. (2010) ;6-7 h LUC 6 d PG 22°C; vertical, 16 h light; atop agar
Xuan et al. (2015) ;4 h LUC 8 d PG 22°C; vertical, 16 h light; atop agar
Xuan et al. (2016) ;4 h LUC 3 d PG 22°C; vertical, CL, atop agar
Kircher and Schopfer (2016) ;4 h LUC 5–10 d PG 25°C; vertical, CL; inside agar

PG, postgermination; CL, continuous light.
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factors, cofactors, small RNAs, or peptides would align with
a cell-autonomous oscillator. By contrast, finding that region-
specific organization and activity of auxin transporters confers
the spatial restriction of oscillatoryDR5 expression would align
with an emergent flux-based oscillation. Noteworthy in this
respect is that the oscillation zone is centered in the region
where the lateral root cap terminates (Xuan et al., 2015), polarity
of PIN2 in the cortical cell files changes from basal to apical
orientation (Grieneisen et al., 2007), and vascular PIN1 be-
comes increasingly restricted to the rootward face of cells
(Omelyanchuk et al., 2016), possibly giving this location a distinct
flux profile that is more prone to oscillations in auxin level. In ad-
dition, while in this case auxin oscillations are expected to traverse
the entire root tip reflux loop, locally elevated expression of auxin
responsegenesmayamplify the response toauxin levels ina region
specificmanner. The carotenoid-derived signal that is produced in
the differentiation zone yet affects priming in the oscillation zone
may fulfill such a function (Van Norman et al., 2014). Finally, while
a tissue-levelmechanismdependingonTuring-typepatterningand
growth would automatically constrain periodic fluctuations to the
region of growth, it would require additional constraints to limit
these oscillations specifically to the protoxylem cell files.

Environmental and Developmental Impacts on Priming
Frequency

The ability to flexibly adapt to varying environmental conditions
is one of the hallmarks of plant development and of lateral root
spacing in particular. A large part of this variation is likely to
arise independently of priming frequency, affecting lateral root
formation at later developmental stages. As an example, the
variation in lateral root density resulting from differences in
phosphate and nitrate levels arises from altered levels of TIR1/
AFB family auxin receptors. This type of change would be ex-
pected to affect the rate with which priming results in prebranch
site formation, not the priming frequency itself (Pérez-Torres
et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010). In addition, environmental factors
such as moisture and root curvature influence lateral root po-
sitioningmore strongly than lateral root density (Bao et al., 2014;
Kircher and Schopfer, 2016). Still, it seems that environmental
conditions could also impinge on the earliest stage of lateral root
patterning, the priming process itself.

Moreno-Risueno et al. (2010) reported priming frequency to
be largely independent of a series of different applied growth
conditions. Indeed, final root length attained 6 d after germi-
nation varied considerablymorewith growth conditions than the
number of prebranch sites that were formed. However, it is well
known that the rate of root growth is not constant. Rather, plants
go through a phase of strongly accelerating growth during the
first 10 to 14 d after germination, after which root elongation
plateaus at a constant rate (Beemster and Baskin, 1998;
Moubayidin et al., 2010). Therefore, small changes in growth
rate result in considerably larger changes in final root length.
As an example, naively assuming simple exponential growth,

the;40% difference in final root length at day 6 observed when
increasing temperature from 18°C to 24°C can be computed to
arise fromadifference ingrowth rateof only 6%.This growth rate
difference is comparable in size to the observed increase in
prebranch sites from 24 to 26 (8%). This suggests that for the
applied conditions growth rate and priming frequency may be
correlated.
To further investigate this, we compared lateral root priming

periods reported indifferentexperimental studiesalongside theauxin
response reporter, the developmental age of plants, and growth
conditions used in these studies (Table 1) (DeSmet et al., 2007;
Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010; Xuan et al., 2015, 2016; Kircher et al.,
2016).Thereportedlateral rootprimingperiodsrangefrom;4to15h,
andageneral trendbetween increasing lateral rootpriming frequency
(decreasing priming period) and increasing plant age can be seen.
This correlation is further supported by studies showing that the
distancebetween lateral roots doesnot increasewith increasing root
growth rate (Dubrovsky et al., 2006). Rather, root length and lateral
root numbers increase in a similar manner (Julkowska et al., 2014).
Indeed, it was recently shown that the priming period increases
significantly as plants progress through the early stages of de-
velopment, corresponding to the time windowwhen root growth
rates are known to also increase substantially (Beemster and
Baskin, 1998; Moubayidin et al., 2010) (Supplemental Figure 1A
in Xuan et al., 2015). This suggests that environmental conditions
that significantly affect root growth ratemay automatically affect
priming frequency. In addition, environmental conditions may also
affect priming rate independently of growth rate. Consistent with
this, recent studies demonstrated the importance of auxin fluxes
derived from the root cap, amajor sensory organ of the root, for
priming efficiency and frequency (Xuan et al., 2015, 2016).
Thus, the extent to which a proposed priming mechanism is

capable of simulating variable priming rates may serve as an
additional test of its feasibility. As an example, a mechanism
that combines Turing-type patterning and growth would au-
tomatically result in a coupling between growth rate and
priming frequency, making this dependency an inherent part of
the process. By contrast, to influence priming independently of
growth rate, environmental conditions should somehow in-
fluence the wavelength of the Turing pattern. Similarly, tissue-
level flux modulations are likely to automatically depend on
meristem size and, hence, root growth rate, while growth rate-
independent influence of environmental conditions will impose
additional demands on the mechanism. Finally, for a cell-
autonomous mechanism to depend on root growth rate and
environmental conditions, the timescales governing gene
expression oscillations should be dependent on plant hor-
mone levels that correlate with these changes. Thus far,
models of gene regulatory networks that are based on pa-
rameter settings within the range of experimental measure-
ment have failed to produce periodicities similar to those that
are observed (Middleton et al., 2010;Mellor et al., 2016a), while
proposed tissue-level mechanisms have not yet attempted to
explain this particular aspect of priming (Table 2).
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The repetitiveprimingof sites forming future lateral roots is amajor
determinant of root system architecture. Still, it remains unclear
whether this periodic priming arises fromacell-autonomous clock
generating oscillations in auxin response and gene expression,
from tissue-level modulations in auxin fluxes, or Turing-type
periodic patterning. To discern the mechanism underlying re-
petitive lateral root priming, spatiotemporally detailed measure-
ments of root tip auxin fluxes using recently proposed sensitive
auxin response reporters (Brunoud et al., 2012; Liao et al., 2015)
are necessary to investigate whether priming oscillations are in-
deed highly localized or travel through the root tip reflux loop.

In addition, more data are needed on how root clock period
changes in different conditions and whether and how this correlates
with root tip auxindynamics.Wealsoneedmoregenetic information,
aimed at teasing apart genes strongly correlated with lateral root
priming from genes that correlate more strongly with the circadian
cycle (Voß et al., 2015), and at differentiating between genes that
constitute the core oscillator and their downstream effectors.

Finally, we recommend that this data be used to develop new
models simulating cell-autonomous or emergent, tissue-level oscil-
latorydynamics.Theexplicitgoalsof thismodelingeffort shouldbeto
determine what conditions are necessary for the different mecha-
nisms to give rise to priming-type oscillations and to generate
experimentally testable predictions that distinguish between the
hypothesizedmechanisms. Together, these effortswill be invaluable
in determining the actual mechanism underlying lateral root priming.
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